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The Hofstadter model is a simple yet powerful Hamiltonian to study quantum Hall physics in a lattice
system, manifesting its essential topological states. Lattice dimerization in the Hofstadter model opens an
energy gap at half filling. Here we show that even if the ensuing insulator has a Chern number equal to zero,
concomitantly a doublet of edge states appear that are pinned at specific momenta. We demonstrate
that these states are topologically protected by inversion symmetry in specific one-dimensional cuts in
momentum space, define and calculate the corresponding invariants, and identify a platform for the
experimental detection of these novel topological states.
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Introduction.—Since the discovery of the quantum Hall
effect in 1980 [1], and its theoretical explanation in terms of
the topological properties of the Landau levels [2,3], the
investigation of topological phases of matter has become a
most active research area. It has brought forth the theo-
retical prediction and experimental verification of a pleth-
ora of different topologically nontrivial electronic quantum
phases [4–11]. Contrary to their trivial counterparts, topo-
logically nontrivial quantum phases exhibit protected
surface or edge states that are inside the bulk gap. These
topological states are a direct physical consequence of the
topology of the bulk band structure which is characterized
by a quantized topological invariant [12,13]. One of the
most celebrated models for the study of topological proper-
ties of matter was introduced by Hofstadter in 1976 [14].
It describes tight-binding electrons on a rectangular lattice
in the presence of a uniform magnetic field and allows the
study of the quantum Hall effect on a lattice. Indeed, the
Hofstadter Hamiltonian harbors the topological chiral edge
states that are responsible for the quantized Hall conduc-
tivity. If the system is perturbed, the quantization stays
intact and precise, even if the perturbation introduces
additional edge states: any pair of accidentally induced
edge states has opposite chirality and therefore yields an
exactly zero contribution to the Hall conductivity, which
causes the robustness of the quantum Hall effect.
In this Letter we show that in spite of this seemingly

benign perturbation to the Hofstadter Hamiltonian, a
moderate lattice dimerization causes a topological phase
transition, spawning counterpropagating edge states not
contributing to the Hall conductivity that are yet topologi-
cally protected. We show that the presence of these states
can be understood from the topological properties of lower-
dimensional cuts of the system, using a mapping of the
Hofstadter Hamiltonian on a collection of one-dimensional

Aubry-André-Harper (AAH) models [15,16]. A subset
of AAH chains in this collection preserves inversion
symmetry, which guarantees the presence of globally
topologically protected doublets of end modes to which
the edge states are pinned. Such end modes are different in
nature from the topological edge states found in the context
of off-diagonal AAH models [17]. To explicitly prove the
robustness of the emerging edge states, we define and
calculate the topological invariant that protects them, which
turns out to be an invariant for inversion-symmetric AAH
models. Our results thus add a new chapter to the successful
history of analogies between Hofstadter and AAH models
[17–21]. Finally, we also identify an experimental setup to
probe the existence and properties of these new topological
edge states.
Dimerized hofstadter model—The Hofstadter model [14]

describes spinless electrons on a rectangular lattice with
lattice constants a and b subject to a perpendicular
magnetic field. In addition, we consider the possibility
of a lattice dimerization along one direction being present,
which leads to a modulation of hopping amplitudes as
indicated in Fig. 1. For simplicity, we neglect a modulation
of the magnetic fluxes, which would be present in a realistic
system due to the change of the lattice parameter a.
However, we assure the reader that such a modulation
leads to the same general results [22]. The corresponding
tight-binding Hamiltonian, adopting the Landau gauge in a
mixed momentum-position space as obtained by perform-
ing a Fourier transformation only along the “undimerized”
direction y, reads

H ¼
X

jx;ky

½tx − ð−1Þjxδt�ðc†jxþ1;ky
cjx;ky þ c†jx−1;kycjx;kyÞ

þ
X

jx;ky

2ty cosðbky þ 2παjxÞc†jx;kycjx;ky ; ð1Þ
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where c†jx;jy , cjx;jy are fermionic creation and annihilation
operators, α is the magnetic flux in units of the magnetic
flux quantum ϕ0 penetrating each plaquette of size a × b,
tx;y are the nearest-neighbor (average) hopping amplitudes
while δt parametrizes the dimerization strength. For sim-
plicity, we will restrict ourselves to the case for which
α ¼ 1=4 from here on, but it should be pointed out that the
final results are general and hold also for other values of the
magnetic flux [22]. The magnetic unit cell of the α ¼ 1=4
dimerized Hofstadter model contains four inequivalent
lattice sites (cf. Fig. 1). Therefore, the corresponding Bloch
Hamiltonian in full momentum space can be written in
terms of the Dirac matrices Γi and their commutators Γij
[24]. For a unit cell going from jx ¼ 1 to jx ¼ 4, the
Hamiltonian reads

H ¼ tyðcos bky − sin bkyÞΓ5 þ tyðcos bky þ sin bkyÞΓ21

ðtx þ δtÞΓ45 þ
1

2
ðtx − δtÞð1 − cos 4akxÞΓ41

þ 1

2
ðtx − δtÞð1þ cos 4akxÞΓ23

−
1

2
ðtx − δtÞ sin 4akxðΓ24 þ Γ31Þ: ð2Þ

Since the prime physical consequence of nontrivial topo-
logical states is the existence of chiral edge states, we
study the dimerized Hofstadter model in a ribbon geometry
with periodic boundary conditions in the y direction and
open boundary conditions with a finite number of magnetic
unit cells Nx in the x direction. Thus, the ribbon with
α ¼ 1=4 is of width W ¼ 4Nxa and terminated by two
boundaries perpendicular to the dimerization direction. The
band structure of the ribbon is then determined via exact
diagonalization of the first-quantized 4L × 4L Hamiltonian
corresponding to Eq. (1). Figure 2 shows the ensuing band
structure for ty ¼ tx=2.
In the absence of dimerization the bulk spectrum is

gapped for filling fractions 1=4 and 3=4, but gapless at half

filling with four bulk Dirac points. This is the usual
situation of the Hofstadter spectrum with magnetic flux
ratio α ¼ p=q, with p, q ∈ N and q ¼ 2r even [14,25]:
there are q − 2 bulk energy gaps, whereas the two central
bands have q touching points at E ¼ 0. Furthermore,
within each bulk energy gap we observe one pair of
counterpropagating edge states traversing the bulk gap
localized at the edges of the system. Those can be attributed
to the nontrivial bulk topology for the corresponding filling
levels by bulk-boundary correspondence. Indeed, a calcu-
lation of the Chern number nl [2,3] for each energy band l
yields Hall conductivities σ ¼ P

l∈occ:nl of σð1=4Þ ¼ −1
and σð3=4Þ ¼ þ1. This gives rise to one topologically
protected state per edge, consistent with the so-called
Diophantine equation [25].
For a finite dimerization mass δt > 0, the modulated

hopping amplitude acts as a gap-opening perturbation at
half filling, yielding an additional insulating phase for

FIG. 1 (color online). Scheme of the hopping amplitudes in the
dimerized Hofstadter model in the Landau gauge. All plaquettes
of size a × b, partially indicated by green rectangles, are
penetrated by a magnetic flux of ϕ ¼ αϕ0, where ϕ0 ¼ hc=e
is a magnetic flux quantum. In addition, we show a magnetic unit
cell for the case α ¼ 1=4 (red dashed rectangle). Note that the unit
cell is penetrated by exactly one flux quantum ϕ0.

FIG. 2 (color online). Band structures for the dimerized
Hofstadter model in a ribbon geometry of width W ¼ 4Nxa:
α ¼ 1=4, Nx ¼ 100. Parameters are (in units of tx) (a) ty ¼ 0.5,
δt ¼ 0 (no dimerization), (b) ty ¼ 0.5, δt ¼ 0.4 (trivial dimeri-
zation), (c) ty ¼ 0.5, δt ¼ −0.4 (nontrivial dimerization). States
localized at the edges of the system are highlighted in red. Hall
conductivities σ for Fermi levels inside the bulk energy gaps are
displayed in units of e2=h. Relevant inversion-symmetric AAH
cuts are indicated by dashed vertical lines. Note that in (c) there
are nontrivial edge states at half filling although the correspond-
ing Hall conductivity is zero. To explain this, we show in (d) a
half-filling ty-δt phase diagram for the inversion-symmetric AAH
model with kyb ¼ −π=4 and with respect to the 1D invariant N
of Eq. (3). Points corresponding to (a)–(c) are indicated by red
circles, including a possible path connecting them.
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which we calculate a trivial Hall conductivity of
σð1=2Þ ¼ 0. Hence, topologically protected edge states
are not expected for this phase. Indeed, the two additional
bands of edge states between the touching points of the
two central bands of Fig. 2(a) are pushed into the bulk
continuum and localized in-gap states are absent [see
Fig. 2(b)]. Moreover, the edge states of the nontrivial
insulating states are only slightly deformed, signaling that
the dimerization mass does not interfere with the bulk
topological properties of the system.
The situation for δt < 0 turns out to be much richer. For

small values of the dimerization mass, one again observes
the opening of a bulk gap at half filling. However, at a
critical value δt ¼ δtc < 0 [see Fig. 2(d) for a phase
diagram], a pair of gap closing and reopening points
appears at bky ¼ −π=4 and bky ¼ 3π=4. Furthermore, in
close proximity to these points, a pair of counterpropagat-
ing chiral edge states [Fig. 2(c)] is revealed. This is in
agreement with the vanishing Hall conductivity since their
contribution to the Hall current is exactly opposite. By
further increasing the dimerization, the corresponding edge
bands are deformed. However, the doublets of in-gap edge
states remain pinned at the momenta bky ¼ −π=4, 3π=4
and cannot be pushed into the bulk independent of the value
of δt and ty.
We now show that the presence of such doublets of half-

filling in-gap edge states has a topological origin. In the
form of Eq. (1), the dimerized Hofstadter model can be
viewed as a collection of dimerized 1D chains parametrized
by the momentum ky, with periodically modulated on-site
potentials of periodicity 1=α, amplitude 2ty, and phase bky.
These chains are equivalent to a specific combination of
diagonal and off-diagonal AAH models [17,18,20,21].
AAH models have been the subject of intensive research
because of their correspondence to a number of funda-
mental models, such as 2D lattice models with magnetic
flux [20], the Kitaev model [26], or the Su-Schrieffer-
Heeger model [27]. Note that the specific form of AAH
models studied here is different from other studies in the
literature. For any value of ky the AAH models possess
time-reversal symmetry with T ¼ K, kx → −kx, and with
T2 ¼ þ1, where K is complex conjugation. Moreover, for
α ¼ 1=4 the 1D Hamiltonians preserve inversion symmetry
for four distinct values of ky. In general, one can show that
all dimerized Hofstadter models with rational α ¼ p=q
possess at least two and at most 2q distinct inversion-
symmetric cuts [22]. Note that for a finite number of
magnetic unit cells with open boundary conditions along
the x direction, inversion symmetry persists only in two of
these chains. In our example, those cuts are at kyb ¼ −π=4
or 3π=4, with the 1D parity operator described by
P ¼ σx ⊗ τx, σi and τi being Pauli matrices.
One-dimensional topological invariants.—The effective

1D inversion-symmetric AAH Hamiltonians fall into
the orthogonal class (AI) with inversion symmetry of

topological insulators with additional point-group sym-
metries introduced by Lu and Lee [28] who thereby extend
the famous Altland-Zirnbauer (AZ) table [13,29–33]. Note
that class AI of the original AZ table is trivial in 1D. Since
inversion operator P (P2 ¼ þ1) and time-reversal operator
T (T2 ¼ þ1) commute, the 1D Hamiltonians allow for a Z
topological invariant. Such an integer invariant can be
defined as follows [34]. Let us consider a 1D system on a
chain with inversion symmetry described by the Bloch
Hamiltonian HðkÞ, k ∈ ð−π=a; π=a�. Inversion symmetry
implies P−1HðkÞP ¼ Hð−kÞ, where P is a matrix repre-
sentation of inversion. In particular,HðkÞ commutes with P
at inversion-invariant momenta. Thus, eigenstates of HðkÞ
have a well-defined parity ζiðkinvÞ ¼ �1 at those points.
The eigenvalues of an operator cannot be changed by
continuous deformations of the Hamiltonian, up to the
order. However, a change of the order is only possible by
closing and reopening the energy gap between two states.
For a 1D inversion-symmetric system, an integer invariant
is therefore defined by [34],

N≔jn1 − n2j; ð3Þ
where n1 and n2 are the number of negative parities at
k ¼ 0 and k ¼ π=a, respectively.
Let us now apply this to the inversion-symmetric AAH

cuts of our exemplary system. In Fig. 3, we show 1D bulk
spectra of the inversion-symmetric cuts corresponding
to Fig. 2 for different values of the dimerization mass.

FIG. 3 (color online). Bulk band structures for inversion-
symmetric AAH models with and without dimerization:
α¼ 1=4, ty ¼ 0.5tx; δt¼ 0.4tx in (a) and (d), δt¼ δtc ¼−1=8tx
in (b) and (e), δt ¼ −0.4tx in (c) and (f). The parities at the
inversion-invariant momenta kx ¼ 0 and π=4a are indicated by
green circles (ζ ¼ þ1) and red squares (ζ ¼ −1). We also display
the topological invariantsN corresponding to Fermi levels inside
the respective bulk energy gaps.
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Furthermore, we display the parities of the bulk states at the
inversion-invariant momenta kx ¼ 0 and kx ¼ π=4a. This
enables us to calculate the topological invariant N .
As an example, we discuss the results for bky ¼ −π=4

and ty > 0 [see Figs. 3(a)–3(c)]. Independent of the
dimerization mass, we find N ¼ 1 for 3=4 filling and
N ¼ 0 for 1=4 filling. This means the system is topologi-
cally nontrivial with one pair of degenerate end modes
if the Fermi level is in the upper gap. On the contrary, we
have a trivial system without end modes for 1=4 filling.
Going back to the full Hofstadter model, this explains why
the crossing of the 3=4 filling quantum Hall edge states is
pinned to the point bky ¼ −π=4.
For half filling, the situation is more subtle. For δt > δtc,

our calculations yield N ¼ 0, rendering the system topo-
logically trivial. Indeed, we do not observe end modes in
this case. In contrast to that, for δt < δtc the system is
topologically nontrivial with N ¼ 1 and we find a pair of
degenerate end modes in the finite system. The reason for
this is that the kx ¼ 0 parities of the two central bands are
switched while going from δt > δtc to δt < tc—a band
inversion takes place.
This explicitly explains the observed pinning of the

degenerate edge states of the dimerized Hofstadter model at
half filling. They are protected by inversion symmetry in
specific 1D cuts corresponding to topologically nontrival
inversion-symmetric AAHmodels. The corresponding Hall
conductivity is zero.
We remark that the qualitative results do not depend on

the choice of the unit cell or on how the system is
terminated, as long as there is at least one underlying
AAH chain with inversion symmetry. This is always the
case for an even number of lattice sites in the direction of
dimerization, whereas for an odd number of sites inversion
symmetry is lost in all dimerized AAH chains [22].
However, the details, in particular the position of the
inversion-symmetric cuts, might change.
Furthermore, note that the role of the sign of δt does

depend on the termination of the system, which is the usual
situation for dimerized systems such as the Su-Schrieffer-
Heeger model. More specifically, the sign of δt is reversed
if we consider a dimerized Hofstadter ribbon with unit cells
shifted by one lattice site in the dimerization direction.
Physically, this only reflects the fact that the last bonds on
both sides of the ribbon must be weaker than the average
bond strength to get nontrivial localized states.
Experimental detection.—The Hofstadter model and the

AAH model, respectively, have been realized in different
experimental setups such as ultracold atoms in optical
lattices [35,36] or photonic crystals [19,37]. These exper-
imental platforms are characterized by an exceptional
tunability which brings a much wider range of accessible
model parameters into reach. A very promising route
towards the experimental detection of the pinned degen-
erate topological states would be the realization of the

inversion-symmetric AAH models. Similar to the setups
described in Refs. [17] and [19], a periodic lattice of
coupled single-mode waveguides can be prepared on a two-
dimensional substrate, where each waveguide corresponds
to a lattice site of the finite 1D AAH model. The small
spacing between waveguides allows a light wave, propa-
gating through one of the guides, to tunnel between
neighboring waveguides, thereby simulating a hopping
process. Furthermore, the width of a waveguide determines
the propagation properties of a light wave, which is used to
simulate and vary the on-site potentials for different lattice
sites. In this way, all the model parameters of Eq. (1) could
be implemented and adjusted. By injecting light into one of
the outermost (boundary) waveguides and by measuring
the outgoing intensity distribution, the localized and
topologically protected end states could then be detected
directly.
Conclusions.—We have shown that, depending on the

sign of the dimerization mass δt and on the position of
the boundaries, the dimerized Hofstadter model exhibits
topologically protected edge states at half filling. The
topological states propagate along the edges of a ribbon,
perpendicular to the dimerization direction, whose width
must be chosen to extend over an even number of lattice
sites. This has been confirmed by numerical calculations
for a model with an exemplary value of the magnetic flux
and generalizes to arbitrary rational values. The edge states
are protected by 1D inversion symmetry in specific cuts of
the two-dimensional Hofstadter Brillouin zone correspond-
ing to inversion-symmetric AAH models. Most impor-
tantly, they are different from the well-known quantum-
Hall edge states because their Hall conductivity is zero and
they are, thus, protected solely by inversion symmetry.
Moreover, the associated edge bands can be completely
disconnected from the bulk continuum of bands. To
uncover the topological nature of the edge states, we have
defined and calculated the integer topological invariant for
the 1D inversion-symmetric cuts, which fall in class AI of
the extended classification scheme by Lu and Lee [28].
These states are thus fundamentally different from those in
the purely off-diagonal AAH model [17], which is in the
standard chiral orthogonal AZ class (BDI).
We have further proposed an experimental setup based

on a lattice of coupled single-mode waveguides that allows
for the direct detection of the novel topological states we
predict.
Fromamoregeneral perspective,wehavepresented a two-

dimensional insulating system where lower-dimensional,
1D physics enriches the global topological structure of the
system. Going one step further, it will be very interesting
to find realistic materials featuring the ensuing zero-Hall-
conductivity topological edge states protected in a reduced
dimension.
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